UHS
CLUBS/AFFINITY
GROUPS 21-22

Leaders: Sally, Hailey, Noah S,
Phia, Nala
Sponsor: Alexandra
Meeting Time: Monday
Clubs/Affinity
It is a closed affinity space for the
black population of UHS. It allows
for open conversations with
people who can relate to your
experience and it is also a place to
just chill with people.

Astronomy Club
Leaders: Serina, Sanayah
Sponsor: Luke
Meeting Time: Monday Clubs/Affinity

This will be a club where we discuss new
findings in astronomy and have
discussions as well as watch fun things
like watch Star Wars and other
documentary/movies related to outer
space. We will be sharing thoughts after
these things and we might even do an
outside of school event like star watching,
planetarium visit or walk to simulate
distance between stars. We might also
learn some basic history about how
certain things like the telescope came to
be.

French Club
Leaders: Ella B, Anya,
Christian
Sponsor: Luke, Ozzie
Meeting Time: Monday
Clubs/Affinity
A club to encourage
extracurricular interest in
the sciences and provide
an opportunity to explore
scientific topics in a fun
competitive setting.

Leaders: Antonia,
Caroline
Sponsor:
Roselynne
Meeting Time:
Wednesday lunch
This club is open
to everyone and
anyone for the
purpose of
exploring French
culture through
language, games,
food, movies,
music, and various
fun activities!

South Asian Club
Leaders: Paul, Vivek,
Jacob N
Sponsor: Tim
Meeting Time: Monday
lunch
A club for fans of
apizza, and other
restaurants

Leaders: Ria, Arya, Jiya
Sponsor: Sandeep
Meeting Time: Wednesday
Lunch
At the UHS South Asian Club,
we strive to create a space for
all students who identify as
South Asian, or simply want to
support and engage in the
community. We believe that it
is crucial for students to have
a space like this so that they
can truly explore what it
means to be South Asian.

Leaders: Matt H, Katrina, Leaders: Bryce, Elizabeth
Madeline, Dash N
G
Sponsors: Pierre, Rachel
Sponsor: Nicole
Meeting Time: Monday Meeting Time: Wednesday
Clubs/Affinity
lunch
AAPI is an affinity group
Literature Club hosts
for UHS students and
weekly meetings where
faculty who identify as bookworms from around
Asian American and/or
the school can hold
Pacific Islander to come theme-related discussions
together as a community and activities, or chat and
and bond over our
read communally.
heritage and experiences.

Koach: Jewish
Affinity Group

Leaders: Noah MS, Jacob N, Ben
W
Sponsor: Carol
Meeting Time: Friday lunch
Formerly Jewish Club, Koach —
”, “כוחa transliteration of
theHebrew word for strength —
is the affinity group for Jews at
UHS. We will hold bi-weekly (as
in, every other week) meetings
with both the usual and loved
casual discussions and more
structured meetings including
presentations and even some
guest speakers. Looking forward
!to a great 5782

Leaders: Ben J, Alex B
Sponsor: Scott
Meeting Time: Friday lunch

The Surfrider Foundation is
an organization dedicated
to preserving our oceans
and coasts and providing
beach access. It is a nonprofit organization with
branches all over the US,
and this year for the first
time we will be starting a
chapter at UHS. This club
will organize coastal
conservation focused
events such as beach
cleanups. This club is open
to anyone interested!

Leaders: Kalyani, Claiborne
Sponsor: Alexandra
Meeting Time: Monday
Clubs/Affinity

Leaders: Ella B, Victoria M,
Madeline B, Anya, Julian G
Sponsor:
Albert
We are an affinity space for
Meeting Time:
female-identifying students of
color! We work to make sure all
Wednesday lunch

WOC at UHS feel comfortable in
this community and provide a
space for the discussion of many
related issues. Although we are
an affinity space, we frequently
hold open meetings or collabs
with other clubs like SWEAR,
AAPI, Spectra, and more.

A club for people to play
Dungeons and Dragons.

Mindfulness
Mondays
Leaders: Alison C,
Georgia, Maddy F
Sponsor: Jessica
Meeting Time: Monday
Clubs/Affinity

Leaders: Lily E, Claiborne, Ria
Sponsor: Ryan O
Meeting Time: Wednesday lunch

The Devils' Advocate is the
student-run
school
newspaper!
Our mission is to make
We report on multiple categories,
a safe space/club
including current events, sports,
where people can set arts, and more, about UHS and
weekly intentions and the world at-large. We believe that
goals. We also would journalism has the power to make
each
reader’s
life
richer
and
like to open a space
fosters agency in the UHS
where people can just
community. In pursuit of truth and
come to unwind and honoring journalistic integrity, the
relax before the week DA welcomes and encourages all
voices to be represented in our
ahead.
paper.

MENA
Leaders: Lily E, Ozan
Sponsor: Dr. Ahmed
Meeting Time: Friday
lunch
MENA stands for Middle
Eastern North African and
is an affinity space for all
people who identify with
the term. We mainly have
closed meetings available
only to those who identify
as MENA to discuss topics
that relate to our
community.

Committee on
Sustainability

Leaders: Fiona, Annika P,
Purple, Alicia LG
Sponsor: Rochelle Devault
Meeting Time: Wednesday
lunch
We're an environmental and
climate-focused group on
campus that is split up into
three sub-committees that UHS
students can apply to join:
Localized Sustainability, Internal
Education, Outreach. We focus
on individual action as well as
education on systemic policy.
We also work to make the UHS
campus more sustainable. We
highly encourage everyone to
apply, especially underclassmen!

Interfaith
Club

Leaders: Erica C, Ariane
Sponsor: Kate
Meeting Time: Wednesday
lunch

Spectra
Leaders: Hannah U, Ariane, Nico
Sponsor: Andrew
Meeting Time: Monday Clubs/Affinity

Spectra is the LGBTQ+ affinity
group at UHS. We strive to
provide a safe space for
Interfaith is a club for students, queer/questioning members of
faculty, and staff to have open our community to celebrate their
identities and express their
conversations about faith and
spirituality. With UHS being a authentic selves. We host open
and closed meetings to discuss
secular school, we hope to
provide a safe space to discuss current events and queer issues,
our personal belief systems. We and we also set aside time to
would also like to emphasize
relax and enjoy each others’
that we are not an affinity group; company. We hope to increase
anyone is welcome at our
LGBTQ+ awareness in our
meetings, regardless of their
community and ensure that
religious affiliation or lack
queer students feel supported
thereof.
and loved.

Leader: Charlie K
Sponsor: Albert
Meeting Time:
Friday Lunch
The Tech Club is
committed to
informing people
about tech in an
interesting
manner. It is a
club.

VOX: Literary and
Arts Publication

Leaders: Ali F, Janine, Michael M
Sponsor: Michael Holt
Meeting Time: Monday
Clubs/Affinity
VOX is a literary and arts magazine
for the UHS student body. Our
goal is to express the creativity of
all UHS students and give provide
a comfortable environment for
students to submit work they are
proud of. In addition to the
physical magazine, VOX will also
sponsor workshops and creative
spaces, as well as publish work on
a website. Overall, VOX is a space
where the UHS community can
express any and all forms of
creativity.

Writing Club
Leader: Anya
Sponsor: Ryan O
Meeting Time:
Friday lunch

A club where
people can share
their writing,
provide and get
feedback, receive
and give peer
editing, and create
pieces of writing
that they are
proud of.

Satonics

Leaders: Katrina, Christian C
Sponsor: Joel
Meeting Time: Friday lunch
The Satonics are UHS’ studentrun a cappella group/club. We
only make music with our voices
and no instruments whatsoever.
We explore a variety of pop
songs, arrangements, and
artists, and we perform at ASM,
concerts, and other UHS-related
events. After one year of singing
and recording online, we’re
super excited to perform and
sing together in-person!

Leaders: Alicia LG,
Mericel, Nala
Sponsor: Leah
Meeting Time:
Wednesday lunch
This is a club for selfidentifying girls to
explore the world of
coding in a relaxed, fun,
friendly, and supportive
environment.

Sunrise SFUHS

Leaders: Hannah U, Lindsay E,
Alicia LG
Sponsor: Rochelle
Meeting Time: Wednesday
lunch
We're a local high school hub of
the larger national Sunrise
Movement and also a part of the
SF coalition of high school hubs.
The Sunrise Movement is a
national movement working to
advocate for aggressive climate
policy (the GND) and create
millions of good jobs in the
process. Our hub is a mixture of
actions, projects, and
discussions, and we highly
encourage you to join!

Women's
Health Club

Leaders: Malia, Ria
Sponsor: Barbara
Meeting Time: Wednesday lunch

1st Gen
American/Immigrant
Club

The mission of our club is to
spread awareness about how
common sexual assault/rape is
in our society and educate
students through stories, guest
speakers, social media,
documentaries, and other
sources. We hope to become
advocates for change by working
with organizations in San
Francisco as well as providing a
safe space for UHS students to
learn and talk about these
issues. Most of the meetings
with be closed.

Leaders: Hannah U,
Ariane
Sponsor: Haleh
Meeting Time: Monday
Clubs/Affinity

We want to provide a
space for first
generation American
and/or immigrant
students and faculty to
share and discuss their
experiences.

Surf Club

Leaders: Jack B,
Sean F
Sponsor: Tim
Meeting Time:
Friday lunch
This club is for
people who love to
surf and love the
ocean. This is an
open club open to
anyone.

Students for Women's
Eqality + Rights
(SWEAR)

Leaders: Sarah W, Lindsay E, Lilli B, Katherine H, Peaches
Sponsors: Jessica, Corinne
Meeting Time: Friday lunch

SWEAR (Students for Women’s Equality and
Rights) is a space on campus created to
discuss all things pertaining to self-identifying
women/people who identify with the female
experience, including current events, mental
health, sex, and other various topics. We
believe intersectionality is vital to any
conversation about the female experience and
we strive for our meetings to be welcoming to
people from all backgrounds and experiences.
We believe amplifying the voices of women of
color at UHS is essential to our community. We
host both closed and open meetings as well as
events like the Mental Health Workshop and
the SWEAR Sleepover.

Baking Club
Leader: Maren
Sponsor: Hayley
Meeting Time: Friday
lunch

Sports Analytics

Leaders: Kellan, Franco
Sponsor: Tim
Meeting time: Wednesday
lunch

At Sports Analytics club,
This club is open to
we'll talk about everything
anyone who wants a
related to sports, whether it
fun chill place to hang
be Fantasy Football, March
out. We will be
Madness, the NBA, or
watching cooking
anything else. We'll also talk
shows, sharing
about the statistics behind
recipes, and bringing
sports, like a players WAR
in baked goods!
or a teams expected wins.
We will also have guest
speakers and lots of snacks.

Leaders: Maya M,
Dena, Gaby G
Sponsor: Nate
Meeting Time: Monday
Clubs/Affinity
The FASES club is an
affinity space on
campus. We provide a
safe and supportive
space for UHS students
on Financial Aid to
discuss, and reflect.
The FASES club also
provides UHS students
on Financial Aid with
resources, guidance,
and information on
how to navigate UHS
and the College
Admissions process.

Conservative Club
Leaders: Henry P, Jacob N, Arthur S
Sponsor: Kate
Meeting Time: Wednesday lunch

This is a club with potentially closed
affinity group meetings. The
purpose of our club is to create a
space for polite political discussion.
In the modern day full of very
contentious arguments over
politics, and the often monolithic
politics of UHS we feel like a club to
be able to discuss and debate
politics is very important. Over the
course of the year we'll pick various
topics to discuss, plan on
collaborating with other politically
related clubs and do our best to
make sure people of all politics or
people who are still figuring out
their politics can come together
and talk about the modern day
issues.

Leaders: Mericel, Danielle C
Sponsor: Megan
Meeting Time: Wednesday lunch

Leaders: Mericel, Caroline C,
Caroline HS
Sponsor: David
Meeting Time: Monday lunch

From bridges to spaceships,
computers to cars, engineers
are the force behind many of
the objects we interact with. Selling short; econometrics; balance
The Society of Women
sheets...what does this all mean?
Engineers (SWE) seeks to
The UHS Business Club provides
increase the representation of opportunities for its members to
women in the engineering field learn about the inner workings of
and revamp the dynamics of
the business world. Through
the engineering workforce. Our activities such as case studies,
UHS SWE Club combines group ethical debates, and projects, we
activities, discussions about will introduce our club members to
current events in engineering,
careers in the business sector,
and lessons about engineering current events in the finance field,
to expand on SWE’s mission of and experimentation with basic
business transactions. With
empowering women engineers.
introductions to management,
Most of the activity and
learning-based meetings will be marketing and investing games, get
open to non-male identifying ready for some fun dives into the
business world. We are open to all
students, but meetings
who would like to join!
discussing current events will
be open to all!

Jewelry Club

Leaders: Isabella S, Keili
Sponsor: Alexandra
Meeting Time: Friday lunch

Our club is a place to make
jewelry, even if it is your first
time or you got into it during
covid like us! We’ll be making
bracelets, (woven and beaded)
as well as various types of
rings, necklaces, phone
charms, and anything else you
can think of! Our club is also a
space just to have fun and get
to meet new people. It’s also a
space to relax and unwind
from the craziness of our lives,
especially for those of us that
are on campus for the first
time (That’s you freshman and
sophomores!). So come to
jewelry club if you want to
make jewelry or just to hang
out and meet new people!

Investing Club
Leaders: Tor, Kellan
Sponsor: Tim
Meeting Time: Monday
Clubs/Affinity
During our meetings, we
will learn about investing,
have ongoing investing
games, have speakers that
are experienced in the
field to give advice and
much more.

Council of
Students in Medical
Research Club
Honor Integrity
Leader: Jane S
Sponsor: Tonyanna
Meeting Time: Monday lunch

This intention of this
club is to bring people
who are interested in
science and medicine
together and create a
space for exploration of
new ideas. We will be
focusing on our
scientific writing skills
and release newsletters
every on month on
various scientific topics.

(CHI)
Leaders: Kent, Marcus,
Arianna, Sonia, Lily, Rosie Y,
Poppy C
Sponsors: Adrian, Tim

A council of students
who promote integrity
and restorative justice in
the UHS community.

Latine Club

Leaders: Mirabel, Katie C
Sponsor: Carolyn
Meeting Time:
Wednesday Lunch
Our goal is to empower
youth at UHS with the
resources and skills to be
effective global citizens
— thinking globally and
acting locally for the
world's most vulnerable
children. We spend our
time having thoughtful
discussions, raising
money and organizing
fundraisers, and
volunteering in our local
community.

Leaders: Santiago, Maya
M, Sofia M, Gaby G
Sponsors: Jessica, Bianca
Meeting Time: Wednesday
Lunch
This is an affinity space
and club, that offers a safe
and welcoming space for
those who identify as
Latine. This club
celebrates Latine culture,
community, and all
aspects of our identity.
This club offers resources
for Latine students to
collaborate, learn more
from our cultures, and to
have fun.

Maker Club

Leaders: Marshall,
Jonas
Sponsor: Jim K
Meeting Time:
Monday
Clubs/Affinity
We play pickle ball
on middle roof and
have fun.

Leaders: Adam H, Max S, Noah
MS
Sponsor: Ozzie
Meeting Time: Wednesday
Lunch

We are going to do all things
making. We will give
presentations and
discussions about current
developments in technology
that we think are cool, host
workshops for projects that
club members are working
on, and brainstorming
sessions for ideas to solve
modern problems.

Leaders: Bryce, Leyton
Sponsor: Sandeep
Meeting Time: Friday
lunch

A place for UHS
students to laugh, cry,
and bond with fellow
peers over competitive,
strategical, and fun
games of the board
variety. Join us for the
great experience of
deceiving friends and
forming alliances all
while huddling over a
game board in
anticipation of the
outcome!

Diplomacy Club
Leaders: Henry F, Oliver
ES
Sponsor: Byron
Meeting Time: Monday
Clubs/Affinity
Diplomacy club is a club in
which you play the board
game Diplomacy. Come
out even if you don't know
how to play, we will teach
you.

Finance Club
Yearbook Club

Leaders: Janine, Matt H,
Sophie L, Charlie K
Sponsor: Elizabeth F
Meeting Time: Wednesday
Lunch

Yearbook is a club focused on
capturing the moments shared
by the UHS community. This
will be an open space to all
who want to participate and
learn/apply aspects of graphic
design and photography! We
want to create an aspect of our
school that lets all of us
participate with one another.
We can't wait to see what
comes up!

Leaders: Peter M, Read M
Sponsor: Tim
Meeting Time: Wednesday
lunch
The finance club hopes to
equip its members with
lots of financial knowledge.
For example, after joining
the club, members will
understand how to build
financial models and
evaluate companies. The
club is hosted every week
with discussion about
what people have learned.
It is an open club and
everyone is encouraged to
join!

Understanding
Whiteness

Leaders: Michael M, Fiona,
Erin W
Sponsor: Nicole
Meeting Time: Monday
lunch

Understanding Whiteness is a discussion and
affinity space for students who identify as
white. The space will be used to talk about and
further understand whiteness and how that
plays a role in our classrooms, clubs, and more.
We will focus on whiteness at UHS, in the Bay
Area, and in the world at large, and how we see
whiteness appear in current events. This is a
white affinity because we want to create a
sustained space for the white members of the
UHS community to talk about race. However,
this is also a club that will work to take action
against racism in our UHS community and in
our actions through in-depth discussions,
philanthropy, literature, and hopefully student
attendance at protests. This is meant to be a
space that accepts discomfort as part of
growth to become a better white ally. We will
be working in partnership with the adult
Understanding Whiteness group for some
meetings, and plan to collaborate with multiple
UHS clubs this year to understand how
whiteness, white supremacy, and racism
intersect with subjects such as gender,
sexuality, environmentalism, politics, and
education.

Mental Health
Association
Leaders: Lilli, Mia DS, Molly
W, Alicia LG
Sponsor: Lindsay
Meeting Time: TBD
Mental Health Association is
a student-led group on
campus that's dedicated to
mental health advocacy. We
have discussions about and
focus on a broad range of
topics relating to mental
health and invite anyone
from the UHS community to
join our meetings and
discussions!

Leader: Madeline B
Sponsor: Sandeep
Meeting Time: Friday
lunch

Leaders: Peter, Ryan J,
Jasmine F
Sponsor: Lisa C
Meeting Time: Friday lunch

Our Art Club will a be an
Hello rock music
enjoyable space to work
enthusiasts! This is a
on art, participate in
club open to anyone
friendly competitions and
who wants to hang out
challenges, and
and listen to rock music
collaborate with outside
and maybe learn (or
organizations and
teach!) about the history
charities. We welcome all
of different genres and
students (Artists or not) to
bands. It will be chill and
come and check out our
there will be good
club!
music.

BioMed Club
Leaders: Lucy F, Meryl
Sponsor: Emma
Meeting Time: Wednesday
Lunch
We are really interested in
medical research and
biotechnology, and lat year we
started a club to learn more
about these things. We will have
at least one meeting a month,
and will bring in different
speakers throughout the year.
When we don’t have a speaker,
our meeting will be super open
and we can talk about the last
speaker, the upcoming speaker,
or anything else relating to the
more ‘behind-the-scenes’ side of
medicine, that you are
interested in. We really want to
create an open space where
anyone can ask questions and
we can all work together to learn
more about this!

Magic: The
Gathering
Club

Leaders: Zach G, Charlie K
Sponsor: Adrian
Meeting Time: Monday
lunch
Magic: the Gathering is the
oldest trading card game,
released in 1993. The game
has over 22,000 unique
cards and a multitude of
ways to play them. I can
provide cards, so anyone
that is interested in learning
should come and check it
out.

Multiracial Club

Debate
Leaders: Phia, Cybille, Arianna,
Peaches, Alex P, Adam H
Club
Sponsor: Free
Leaders: Adam Z, Nikhil
Meeting Time: Monday
Sponsor: Carolyn
Clubs/Affinity
Meeting Time: Monday
lunch
Multiracial club is an affinity
group for UHS students and
This is a place for
faculty where they can
rational discussion and
discuss topics pertaining to
debate about both
self identity, public
highbrow and lowbrow
perception, and common
topics. We welcome
experiences that arise when anyone who likes to
identifying with multiple
debate (argue),
racial identities.
regardless of prior
experience.

Trader Joe's
Club

Leaders: Alex P, Alex
B
Sponsor: Lisa
Meeting Time:
Wednesday lunch

Leaders: Skye S, Mika Y
Sponsor: Shoba
Meeting Time: Wednesday
lunch

Girls who Invest club will be a
space where self identifying
women can learn together about
finances and being financially
This is a club for
independent.
We'll
have
people who love
discussions about women in the
Trader Joe's! We'll be
workforce, gender pay gap, and
trying snacks, hanging
much more! It'll be a fun
out and listening to empowering space where you
music. It'll be a chill can meet people across grades
space to hang out and learn together. We'll also do
fun activities like baking food and
with friends and enjoy
selling it/pricing it and there will
some good food :)
be snacks at meetings!!!

Leaders: Alexandra W,
Mia G
Sponsor: Corinne
Meeting Time: Monday
Clubs/Affinity
This club will hold a
space for discussions
around body
image/culture/peace.
We are still figuring out
the details but it is
basically an extension
of the body positivity
club from last year.

Leaders: Alicia LG, Dylan D,
Sofia M
Sponsor: Rochelle
Meeting Time: Monday
Clubs/Affinity
Model UN is a club dedicated to
teaching students about
international affairs through a
UN simulation that takes place
in competitive conferences. We
use meetings to educate and
prepare for conferences, which
we attend several times
throughout the year. As one of
only two clubs with overnight
trips, delegates have plenty of
opportunities to make friends
and lifelong enemies. We make
tons of fun memories and hope
you'll join us!

Eastern Medicine
Club
Leaders: Alexandra
Bachelor
W, Jessica G
Club
Sponsor: TBD
Leaders: Sydney L, Sally, Erin W
Meeting Time:
Sponsor: Mr. Caimi
Wednesday
Lunch
Meeting Time: Wednesday Lunch
Our club is centered around
reality tv, specifically the bachelor,
bachelorette, bachelor in Paradise,
and survivor. It will be a very chill
space for people to hang out, get
to know each other, and be
entertained by the craziness that
is bachelor nation. We will hold
watch parties, each lots of food,
and have debriefs of the latest
episodes. It will be a space on
campus for any student/teacher
that wants to gather, have a good
time, and discuss the “most
dramatic season yet”.

This club talks about
eastern medicine,
crystals, meditation,
and basically
everything
surrounding that
topic. We are still
very much in the
planning stages.

Red Cross Club
Leaders: Jane, Sydney S
Sponsor: Corinne
Meeting Time: Monday
Clubs/Affinity

Leaders: Arieanna, Flora
Sponsor: Scott
Meeting Time: Monday
Clubs/Affinity

This is a club to help get
The Red Cross club aims
more into school spirit by
to involve students in the
decorating the campus
Red Cross and create
for events, holidays, and
conversations around
more! This is a club open
disaster preparedness.
to anyone who wants to
join at any time.

Taylor Swift Club

Leaders: Kent, Pierce
Sponsor: Lisa C
Meeting Time: Friday lunch

Leaders: Celine, Jessica G
Sponsor: Jenny K
Winter Sports Club will meet
every two weeks to learn about
Meeting Time:
and
watch
winter
sports.
With
Wednesday lunch

Our main
mission/description is to
listen Taylor Swift Music
and just vibe with other
Swifties. This is just a
club and every and
anyone can come and
join us in this amazing
adventure in listening to
Taylor Swift.

the Olympics set for this winter,
we can learn about all of the
winter sports on offer, and then
watch them live during the
games. We will also have
exciting guest speakers,
including current and former
Olympians, and hear from other
winter sport enthusiasts. This
will be a club open to anyone,
and we encourage people who
know nothing about winter
sports to join us and learn
something!

Leaders: Alex P, Lucas P
Sponsor: Tonyanna
Meeting Time: Monday
Clubs/Affinity
Our group’s primary purpose is to
create a safe space for people with
diverse family structures (e.g. adopted,
transracially adopted, single parent,
divorced parents, blended households,
etc.) to share experiences and support
each other and enlarge our visibility in
the UHS community. We want to
acknowledge and celebrate our family
differences, as well as support each
other through challenging times. We
also heartily welcome any visitors and
thank you for showing interest in our
group. We welcome you to join our
group as well. The UHS mission
statement says, "Together we work to
build and sustain a community of
diverse backgrounds, perspectives,
and talents." When we can see each
other more clearly, our community
becomes stronger.

Chess Club

Leader: Rowan G
Sponsor: Tim
Meeting Time: Wednesday
lunch
If you have any interest in
chess, please join the
chess club! We will be
hosting a chess
tournament every week
open to any level of player,
and all games will be
hosted online. Again, if you
have any interest in Chess,
please sign up and we will
arrange a chess game for
you against someone of an
equal level in our weekly
tournaments!

Leaders: Chelsea W, Jasmine
B
Sponsor: TBD
Meeting Time: Monday lunch

Kiva club is an extension of
the organization Kiva,
which works to empower
female entrepreneurs in
3rd world countries by
giving microloans. Our
club will focus on learning
about poverty, female
empowerment, and
entrepreneurship as well
as fundraising for the
cause. We will bring in
speakers to talk about the
organization and the topic,
and we will fundraise in
various ways!

Leaders: Josue, Aditya,
Ohene
Sponsor: Tim
Meeting Time: Friday
lunch
Freestyle club is a club
for everyone and
anyone who wants to
have a fun time
listening to freestyle or
even, hopefully,
freestyle themselves.

Leaders: Henry B, Jack G
Sponsor: Mr. Caimi
Meeting Time: Friday lunch

Survivor Club

Leaders: Matt H, Eva K
Sponsor: Hayley
Meeting Time:
Wednesday lunch

Men’s group is a space to discuss
the multifaceted experience and
issues of identifying as male in
This is a club for fans of
this society. We hope to be able
Survivor, as well as
to work together to dismantle
people who don't watch
stereotypes and help everyone
but are interested! We
who attends to be the best
plan to discuss episodes
member of society one can be
of the show, hold watch
and to eventually help others
parties, and do activities
achieve this goal themselves. This
like
a
fantasy
draft.
With
is a club that may have some
Season
41
starting
on
closed affinity group meetings but
September 22, Survivor
our goal is that we can use input
from various gender sources to Club will be a great place
to experience this
address issues stemming from
and/or concerning men.
season together!

